
Today’s theme: 



If You Want to Hear a Story 

If you want to hear a story, clap your hands  

If you want to hear a story, clap your hands 

If you want to hear a story, if you want to hear a story 

If you want to hear a story, clap your hands! 

 
… stomp your feet 

… say hooray 

… sit so still 





First you put your scarf on, your scarf on, your scarf on 

First you put your scarf on 

All snug and warm 
 

Next you put your snow boots on, your snow boots on, your snow boots on 

Next you put your snow boots on 

All snug and warm 
 

Next you put your hat on, your hat on, your hat on 

Next you put your hat on 

All snug and warm 
 

Last you put your mittens on, your mittens on, your mittens on 

tune: "Here We Go 'Round the Mulberry Bush") 

The Winter Clothes Song 



Snowflakes falling down  

Falling to the ground 

Big, white fluffy flakes  

That do not make a sound!  

Snowflakes Falling Down 

(tune: “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”) 





A chubby little snowman 

Had a carrot nose 

Along came a bunny 

And what do you suppose 

That hungry little bunny 

Looking for his lunch 

Ate that little snowman's nose 

Nibble, nibble, crunch! 

A Chubby Little Snowman 



I'm a little snowman  

Short and fat  

Here are my buttons  

Here is my hat  

When the sun comes out  

I cannot stay  

Slowly I just melt away!  

I’m a Little Snowman 

(to the tune of “I’m a Little Teapot”) 





Snowflakes falling down, down, down 
Snowflakes falling down, down, down 
Snowflakes falling down, down, down 
Falling to the ground 

 
Watch them growing deeper, deeper 
Watch them growing deeper, deeper 
Watch them growing deeper, deeper 
Covering the ground 

 
Children playing--snow is fun 
Children playing--snow is fun 
Children playing--snow is fun 
When it hits the ground 

It’s Snowing! 
(tune: “Ten Little Indians”) 





Five Snowmen Riding on a Sled 

Five little snowmen riding on a sled 

One fell off a bumped his head 

Frosty called the doctor and the doctor said 

No more snowmen riding on the sled!  

 

Four little snowmen 

Three little snowmen 

Two little snowmen 

One little snowman 



Little Blue Sled 

Bumping up and down in my little blue sled 
Bumping up and down in my little blue sled 
Bumping up and down in my little blue sled 
Won't you be my darling? 
 
 
 
 
Snow's coming down on my little blue sled 
Waving to my friends on my little blue sled 

(tune: “Little Red Wagon”) 





 

Dance like snowflakes 

Dance like snowflakes  

In the air, in the air  

Whirling, whirling, twirling 

Whirling whirling twirling  

To the ground, to the ground.  

 

Dance Like Snowflakes 

(to the tune of “Where is Thumbkin?”) 



You put your right mitten in 

You take your right mitten out 

You put your right mitten in and you shake it all about 

You do the snowkey pokey 

And you turn yourself around 

That's what it's all about 

 

(Left mitten, boots, hat, snowself) 

Snowkey Pokey 


